NOTICE OF CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY
DO NOT PARTICIPATE IN REMOTE ACCESS OF HUMAN BEINGS
Remotely Vibrating, Pulsing, Burning, Manipulating Human Bodies
USING WIFI, CELL PHONES, BCIs, WBANs, REMOTE EMF/SONIC DEVICES
Without Full Continuously Verifiable Informed Consent is a Crime Against Humanity
& Criminal, Prosecutable Offense as Torture of a Human Being
By international law, every researcher/agent/student/contractor/employee accessing
anyone without their Full Informed Consent is a Human Trafficker.
Notice to One is Notice to All

Please be advised that by International Law, Article 7 of the Rome Statute, the Geneva
Conventions, and the Nuremberg Treaty,
•

You are prohibited from remotely manipulating the bodies or brains of any
human being without their own vocal, witnessed, verifiable, public, open
informed consent in that moment and prior;

•

You are becoming an accomplice to crime if you participate in such
manipulation on someone else's directive, whoever it is, whether identified to
you as a researcher, an investigator, an officer or agent for any agency, military,
government, hospital, or your own boss, and for whatever reason;

•

You are personally responsible even if you perform such actions of wireless,
remote manipulation under presumption, belief, or notification from anyone of
your subject having “impaired consent capacity,” or of your subject being a
“participant in a research project for her/his own good,” or “needing therapy”
which you are falsely told you are providing through such bodily manipulation;

•

You can be publicly named, shamed, and prosecuted by the subject of your
manipulations;

•

You can be held publicly accountable by human rights organizations, courts,
and councils for your own individual actions of harm to another.

The covert remote access and manipulation of a human being by means of a wireless, spectrum, sonic, neuro
device such as a cell phone app, bar code reader, RFID detector, infra-red emitter, microwave emitter, or scalar
wave emitter, whether sold to you as Surveillance or Medical Monitoring, used to pulse, vibrate, send electrical
vibrations, shocks, spasms, skin-burn, and other human bio-effects, is, quite explicitly, Torture, and a Crime
Against Humanity. Please use your common-sense: no-one wants their private parts or any other body parts
vibrated, pulsed, or burned by you—whatever misapprehension of “therapy,” “research,” or “benefit” you may
be laboring under. These are crimes, and you can indeed be held personally responsible. Therefore, please DO
NOT PARTICIPATE IN REMOTE ACCESS OF HUMAN BEINGS. You can and must say No, to
unscrupulous traffickers, which may include Universities & agencies. (Note that every researcher/agent/
student/contractor/employee accessing anyone without their Informed Consent is a Human Trafficker.)

